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In today’s age of convergence fans are actively participating and contributing to

their own culture. In games we can view a vibrant and active participatory fan

culture. Fans are producing videos, writing fiction and creating costumes, to

name some of their activities. The aim of my research is to gain more insight in

the ways fans creatively use a source text and transform it into narrative

practices. This paper is an exploration of my case studies which are narrative fan

practices based on pervasive gameworlds. I will not try to give any definite

answers, instead I provide a selection of my theoretical framework, an overview

of my own research and some interesting questions with regard to fan practices.

Narrative fan practices based on pervasive gameworlds
Narrative fan practices can be understood as both the activities that fans

undertake as the texts that fans produce. This notion of practices closely

connects to my methodology which is a combination of case studies, fieldwork

and textual analysis, resulting in an interdisciplinary combination of humanities

and social sciences. The different case studies all share a narrative dimension,

making it possible to research the intertextual and intermedial relations between

the different practices. The narrative fan practices that I will focus on are based

on pervasive gameworlds.

Pervasive gameworlds are considered to be open in nature. This means that the

narrative is not the only element constantly changing, but gamestructure and

gameplay as well. A concrete example of such a pervasive gameworld is World
of Warcraft (2004-present). This massively multiplayer online game (MMOG) is

constantly expanding through expansions such as The Wrath of the Lich King or
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the upcoming Cataclysm. In these expansions the world is expanding, new races

are introduced, new narrative chapters are opened and the gameplay changes

with the introduction of different abilities and classes (e.g. warrior or mage). On

top of these expansions the gameworld is constantly changing through patches

or updates which are automatically installed when players log into the game.

These patches fix bugs (i.e. errors in the code), but also change abilities of the

different classes, impacting gameplay. Other examples of pervasive gameworlds

are Live Action Role-Playing (LARP) games and tabletop wargames.

The narrative fan practices based on such pervasive gameworlds that I will be

focussing on in my research are videos, role-play and fanfiction. I have chosen

these three because each has a rich narrative dimension to them and they share

many complex and interesting connections. In all practices the influence is visible

of the gameworld, gamestructure and gameplay as defined by Espen Aarseth

(2003). The gameworld in this way connects to the narrative of the source text

and how the fans transform this narrative in their practices. The gamestructure

refers to the gamedesign and the system of interactions that influence the fan

practices. And lastly the gameplay introduces the element of performance, which

is represented in each of these narrative fan practices. Before I provide more

details on my case studies, I will briefly explain some of the theoretical framework

that can be applied to narrative fan practices.

The age of convergence
Henry Jenkins’  (2006) convergence culture is often used as a framework for

studying fan and player cultures (see Taylor, 2006 & Pearce, 2009). Jenkins

gives new meaning to the concept of convergence with his example of the Black

Box Fallacy which contradicts the theory that at some point in the future all media

will be accessed through one black box. Jenkins states that such a theory

neglects the cultural levels of media and only focuses on its technological

development. Seen in this light the Black Box Fallacy becomes an old concept of

convergence; all media would become one and the old media would be replaced

by the new. Convergence culture can be seen as a process towards multi-media
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distribution of franchises, participatory culture and collective intelligence. This

creates new relations between producer and audience, generating interesting

developments for fan cultures.

This relation between audience and producer has become more complex due to

the participatory nature of fan cultures, sometimes leading to law suits. Jenkins

proposes a collaborationist’s attitude for producers, by which he means that

producers should encourage consumer participation, since “[i]n the end, the

media producers need fans just as much as fans need them”  (Jenkins, 2006).

This attitude is also highly lucrative for the industry. Blizzard, developer of WoW,

is a good example of such a collaborationist’s attitude, promoting and actively

stimulating WoW’s fan culture.

Next to this evolving relationship convergence culture inherently brings forth what

Jenkins calls transmedia storytelling. Pervasive gameworlds can be seen as a

transmedia story, since –  as I have shown with the example of WoW –  they keep

expanding the narrative, using multiple media to convey the narrative world and

asking for active participation of their users to the point of encouraging fan

activity. Jenkins predicts that transmedia storytelling will spill over in many

different parts of society; fan culture is an example of such a development. Some

movie franchises such as The  Matrix  (1999-2003) can be seen as conveying

transmedia storytelling, yet this is done by producers, by the industry, while fan

cultures can be viewed as the next step; shifting the focus from producers to

audience.

Through their transmedia storytelling and participatory culture fans share a

complex relationship with the source text. Source text here can be understood as

the product that the fan practices are predominantly based on. I add

predominantly since most practices are based on several source texts,

connecting media and forming intermedial relationships between different

sources. Fans often also criticize or even mock their source text as Steve Bailey

(2005) shows through the use of irony in fan practices based on Futurama (1999-

present). Jenkins explains that fandom is based on a fascination and a frustration
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with the source text. This dissatisfaction can often be created by a definite end

product, a closed source text, where there is no room for interpretation left. Fans

open up a source text and expand upon it, building new narratives and sharing it

with a community.

These fan communities are subject to processes of exclusion, not everyone is

able to contribute or participate. Jenkins mentions that only certain users are able

to produce fan practices, for others the processes behind the practices are too

difficult, complicated and specialized to take part in. This relates strongly to

Jenkins’  remark that users should be able to choose how deep they want to go

into a source text. Jesper Juul (2010) states that many gamers want to be able to

choose how much they invest into a game. This of course has consequences for

pervasive gameworlds, as these often require a large amount of time from

players. On top of that engaging with narrative fan practices alone by definition

requires fans to ‘go deep’. Both these developments mean that there is a large

section of the audience being excluded from certain fan communities. Over the

next sections of this paper I will briefly touch upon how these issues can be seen

in my case studies, but firstly I will explain more about the pervasive gameworlds

that the case studies are based on.

The source texts
The case studies for my research are videos, role-play and fanfiction based on

specific source texts. In this section I will briefly go into the three pervasive

gameworlds I have chosen as the source texts for my case studies of fan

practices: World of Warcraft (WoW), Warhammer (1983-present) and LARP. I will

explain why I have chosen them –  briefly touching upon what makes them

interesting and accessible –  what their similarities and differences are.

As my dominant source text I have chosen WoW. There has been much

research into WoW and its fan culture, making it a source text with a rich

academic history and I will add to that body of work with my specific research

aims and viewpoints. WoW also provides an easily accessible source text,
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always available to play online at any given time. While I am familiar with WoW,

being an active player for some years, I am unfamiliar with the narrative fan

practices that form my case studies. I am aware of the debate on going native in

ethnographic research and by keeping some distance from the fan practices yet

knowing the source texts I possess the expertise knowledge to fully grasp the

narrative fan practices, but maintain my academic position with regard to the

case studies. My own background as a player will also make it easier for me to

gain access to the different practices that I am researching, as I already possess

the contacts required to start my fieldwork. Next to all these reasons WoW
provides an excellent source text as it is constantly under development; this year

a new expansion Cataclysm will be released and it will be interesting to

document how this will influence the narrative fan practices. Throughout the

course of my PhD research I will be following and focussing on WoW, thus

making it my dominant source text.

The second pervasive gameworld will be Warhammer a tabletop wargame. In

this game two or more players battle each others’  armies of miniature fantasy

creatures. The pervasive gameworld is constantly expanded by new editions of

the rulebook; the 8th edition will be released on the 14th of June 2010.

Warhammer has been made into a popular franchise by Games Workshop, the

developer, and provides a rich narrative world. Part of the franchise is also a

digital version of the game, Warhammer Online (2008-present). And while

Warhammer is fairly accessible, since in essence there are only two players

needed, many Warhammer players attend tournaments in order to compete with

each other. These events are held fairly regularly, are accessible to the general

public and thus some of the local and international tournaments will be part of my

research.

The last source text that my case studies are based upon is LARP. In LARP

players act out the actions of their player-character in a rule-based system similar

to that of digitalised role-playing games. The term LARP functions to describe a

collection of games and not one game in specific, comparable to the use of the
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term MMOG. LARP can be played by a group of people on the basis of a

rulebook or an organisation can hold LARP events with their own rules and

gameworlds. These professionally organised LARP events will be my focus as a

third pervasive gameworld. Vortex Adventures is such an organisation located in

the Netherlands and they provide annual large events such as the Summoning,

returning events such as Moots and smaller events by invitation only for a select

group of their members. These events are often a continuation of previous

events, for instance starting with Moots 1 and following up with Moots 2. In this

way there are also LARP organisations that simply focus on one gameworld in

which all the events they organised take place, forming a persistent gameworld.

The obvious similarity between all three source texts is that they form pervasive

gameworlds filled with rich narratives, yet all in a very different ways. WoW forms

an online digital pervasive gameworld, while the games by Vortex Adventures

and Warhammer both take place offline. All three also share a fantasy setting

and each of them requires some form of performance by their players. Each

source text also holds real life events, for instance tournaments or conventions,

which I will visit as a researcher. As a player I will participate in all three source

texts, treating them equally in this respect and using the same methodology to

provide for the best comparison between the fan practices. These similarities

combined make them fascinating research subjects, yet all three also differ,

providing interesting consequences for my case studies.

A major difference lies in access to the source text. WoW will be available at any

given moment, unless it will be taken offline by Blizzard during the course of my

PhD. That is a serious possibility since many online games die out at one point or

another, but it will also have a major impact on the narrative fan practices and

provide for interesting research opportunities. Warhammer is not accessible at

any given time; in WoW I simply need to be online to observe or participate and

in Warhammer I need to be physically present at a game, tournament or

convention. This goes for the LARP games as well, although the access to the

source text here will be even more sporadically and needs to be planned, as
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these events are not open to the general public. Next to the differences in

access, which will provide some practical limitations, all three source texts of

course provide for different gameplay, narrative and player experiences. Lastly

WoW and Warhammer are franchises, while LARP is based on worlds created by

individuals or small creative commercial companies. This way I have shown

some of the interesting dynamics that make these three source text into a

fascinating research subject on which the fan practices will be based. In the next

section I will describe all three case studies and relate them back to the source

texts and the theoretical framework.

The case studies
The first of my case studies will be videos. I specifically mean those videos

create by fans based on the pervasive gameworlds mentioned earlier. Often

these videos are published online, though they can also be made for specific

events or for private use. Most videos based on WoW are machinima (i.e. videos

recorded within a game). Machinima show a wide range of variety, for instance

conveying comedy, drama and action genres, often while referring to certain

language or phenomena that are only familiar to players of the game. Although

Warhammer videos can also be machinima fans often create videos about their

miniature armies, such as stop motion movies. Fans of LARP games generate

videos shot in real life that can be compared to movie trailers. They can be used

as promotion before or after events, but are also shared among the community

as a shared memento of the event.

The case study role-play relates to the role-play of fans based on the pervasive

gameworlds. This can take place both outside and inside the gameworld, online

and offline. During role-play players take on a role and act it out, creating a

performance. For WoW there are special role-playing servers where everyone is

required to role-play. There are also role-play guilds (i.e. organized groups of

players) and server-wide role-play events. LARP is about role-playing in the

game, thus the players are continuously performing. These performances also

require much preparation, devotion and creativity from the fan. Warhammer of
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course also provides players the opportunity to role-play as if they were

commander or soldier in their armies, yet this is not required of players in the

game. Out of the game all three pervasive gameworlds generate role-play both

online and offline. Online on forums or other websites. Offline at conventions or

other events. During these conventions fans often cosplay (i.e. costume play)

their character and create a performance on their own or with others.

As the third case study fanfiction constitutes fiction written by fans based on a

specific source text, often combining different source texts. Fanfiction.net is one

of the largest sites where fans can publish their fanfiction and will be a starting

point for my research. All source texts provide a vast amount of fanfiction online,

some more accessible than others. For instance, fanfiction based on LARP will

often be published on specific community sites that are not accessible to the

general public. On the other hand Blizzard has created official online and public

locations (e.g. the Gadgetzhan Times) where fans can publish their fiction.

Fanfiction in LARP is also part of the process of creating the background story of

the player-character.

All three case studies then provide a transmedia story, since they open up the

source text and expand upon it. They continue the narrative in a different

medium. Often companies provide a collaborationist’s attitude toward such fan

practices by for example creating competitions for fans or publishing the finished

products. The relation between these fan practices and the source text is often

complex and differs per practice. In some narrative fan practices the source text

will be praised, while in others it will be heavily criticized. Some fans use the

source text as a tool to create a product for their portfolio to boost their

professional career. In all three narrative fan practices there will be processes of

inclusion and exclusions. Fans will have to be skilled to be able to deliver the

performance needed in role-play. Or they will require the technical skills needed

to make a video. Either way some fans won’t be able to participate in these

specific fan cultures.
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Towards understanding narrative fan practices
based on pervasive gameworlds

During the next four years I will begin my research by performing a diverse

amount of fieldwork in combination with textual analysis of these different

narrative fan practices. This way I will work towards qualitative research that will

answer some interesting questions regarding the ways in which fans creatively

use a source text and transform it into narrative practices.

Fans are becoming cultural producers through their narrative fan practices, yet

how do they transform the source text? How do narrative, design and

performance play a role in this process? As shown, the constantly shifting

relationship between source text and fans will also influence the different

practices. These practices are not only based on the main source text, but are

often a collection of multiple additional sources as well. This way they provide for

a new way of transmedial storytelling.

Some game developers openly support fan practices and also make this explicit

through their game design and community tools. Yet in other gameworlds options

for in-game fan practices are extremely limited and this leads to new creative

inventions by fans. Next to this the pervasive nature of these gameworlds

constantly provides new developments that require fans to change their

practices. The narrative fan practices will evolve along with the changes in the

pervasive gameworld. During my research I will follow the changes, analyse the

practices and find answers to some of the questions raised in this paper.
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